2016-2017 School Supplies List—North High School
Teachers will inform students at the beginning of each course if additional supplies are needed.
Not all courses are listed due to changes in the teaching assignments that will occur over the
summer. Consider this list a starting point for basic supplies.

BAND
All Band Members- Name tag for case, pencil.
Brass Players - Valve Oil –Trumpets
Rotor Oil-French Horn
Super Slick slide kit -Trombones
Tuning slide grease
Mouthpiece brush/cleaning brush
Woodwind Players -Box of reeds, reed guard,
mouthpiece cap, cleaning cloth/swab, cork grease.

Percussionists – Varsity and Concert BandStick bag with name tag, 5A general drum sticks
(wooden tip), hard rubber mallets, medium yarn mallets, medium timpani mallets.

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)

All Classes (except ESL Workshop) - tw o spiral
notebooks, one folder, pens & pencils.

FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES

All Classes - Loose leaf paper and folder, or spiral
bound notebook, pencils.
Consumer Skills: Plastic portable file box with handle,
paper-size tabbed file folders, or $15.00 to purchase file
and folders.
Clothing/Advanced Clothing & Fashion - Shears,
hand sewing needle, stick pins, measuring tape, sewing
gauge. Requirements will be given in each class for purchase of pattern & fabric.
Foods- $10 product fee each course.
Housing And Interior Design - Graph paper, 2 display boards for projects, pencils and ruler.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Health 440 - Loose leaf paper, folder, pen,
pencil.
BUSINESS EDUCATION
Accounting I, II - P encils, *calculator.
Advertising & Promotion - Spiral notebook,
2 pocket folders, flash drive.
Sales & Marketing/DECA - Spiral notebook,
2-pocket folder, loose leaf paper, flash drive.
Video Game Design– Flash drive and headphones.

CREED PROGRAM

Physical Education, All Classes - T-shirt (no
tank-tops), shorts, sweatpants, sweatshirt (all
clothing must be red, gray, black or white with
no logos except North High), tennis shoes that
tie (no thick-sole tennis shoes or sandals.) All
students will be required to purchase a school
issued lock from the school store. The lock must
be school issued so it can be accessed in the
case of an emergency. No other locks will be
accepted. Cost: $5.00

All Classes– 3 ring binder, 6 folders,
6 notebooks pencils, erasers, note cards, * calculator.

This School Supplies list is posted on
North’s website: www.isd622.org/north

list continued on other side
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LANGUAGE ARTS

ALL English courses-Flash drive
College Composition - 2”-3” three-ring binder.
Intro to Literature: Students w ill be asked to
purchase a novel (as yet undecided) at the beginning
of the school year, loose leaf paper, pens, pencils.
Communications- Notebook, pens.
Creative Writing - Pens, pencils, markers, colored
pencils, loose leaf paper, 3-ring binder.
English 9 - Any novel purchased or borrowed from a
library for reading workshop, pens & pencils, loose
leaf paper or spiral notebook, folder or 3-ring binder.
Writing for College - Pens, pencils, loose leaf paper,
folder.
Grammar - Pens, pencils, plus a spiral notebook and
folder or 3-ring binder that are specifically for this
class.
Heroes Then & Now, Myth & Legend, Fantasy Each course: spiral notebook, pens & pencils, thin
tipped colored markers.
Journalism I, II - Each course: spiral notebook,
pens, pencils.
Theater Arts - Spiral notebook, pens
US Literature - pens, pencils, notebook, class folder.
English 10 - Pens, pencils, loose leaf paper, 3-ring
binder, folder. Spiral notebook - 100-pages minimum

MATHEMATICS

A Note on Calculators:
A graphing calculator, preferably the TI-82,
TI-83, TI-84 or TI-Nspire, is required for all of the
math courses at North. This calculator is good for all
four years. The amount of use in each course varies
but learning how to use the technology is important
as the student progresses in math. It can also be
used for the MCA Test in 11th grade.
Intermediate Algebra/Algebra II/Algebra II
with Trig - Graphing calculator, notebook,
folder, pencil, and graph paper.
Computer Science - Notebook, folder, #2
pencils.
Geometry - Protractor, compass, and a ruler.
Calculus - Graphing calculator, notebook, folder,
pencil, and graph paper.
Pre-Calculus - Spiral notebook, one folder, colored
pencils, graph paper, and a graphing calculator w/4
AAA batteries.
Probability and Statistics - Graphing calculator, 4
AAA batteries, 3-ring binder (medium-size rings) with
dividers, 200 sheets loose leaf paper.

*Calculators for non-math courses need only

SCIENCE

Advanced Placement Biology - Colored pencils,
3-ring binder.
Anatomy - Loose leaf paper or spiral notebook,folder,
colored pencils .
Biology A, B, C- Set of colored pencils, cloth-bound
composition notebook (75-100 pages wide-ruled),
scissors, small bottle white glue.
Chemistry - *Calculator (with a log key), folder, pen,
pencil.
Earth Science A, B - Folder, spiral notebook, colored
pencils, pen, pencil, *calculator.
Ecology & Environmental Science - Colored
pencils, spiral notebook, folder, pen, pencil.
Forensic Science - Notebook, folder.
Physics - Scientific calculator, protractor, folder.
Physical Science & Engineering -*Calculator, note
book, folder.

SOCIAL STUDIES

9th Grade Social Studies - Folder, colored pencils.
AP US History, AP World History- Each Course:
3-ring binder, loose leaf paper, black or blue & red
pens or pencils, highlighters. For AP World History
only, add paperback dictionary.
Criminology - Three-ring binder (2”), loose leaf
paper, blue or black pen.
Economics - *Calculator, 3-ring binder, loose leaf
paper.
Minnesota Studies - 3-ring notebook, colored
pencils.
US History - Notebook, folder, colored pencils.
World History- Folder, spiral notebook, colored
pencils.

STUDY SKILLS

Study Skills/Basic Skills/Transition Skills One 1-inch, 3-ring binder; 3 pocket folders, 12
pencils, 12 pens, 1 spiral (one-subject) notebook,
flash drive for personal use.

WORLD LANGUAGES

French I - Notebook, folder.
French II,III - Notebook, folder.
German I , II– Loose leaf paper, 3-ring binder,
colored pencils.
German III - Same as German I and II, plus a
German-English dictionary(not a pocket dictionary)..
Spanish I - Spiral notebooks, folder, colored pencils
or markers, 3-ring binder.
Spanish II, III– Same as Spanish I plus a SpanishEnglish dictionary (Not a pocket dictionary).
French, German, Spanish College in the School /
CIS—Spiral notebook, folder, bilingual dictionary (Not
pocket, at least college level), 3-ring binder, flash
drive.

perform the most basic functions and are
generally available for about $10. TI 82, 83, 84 or
Nspire calculators required for math classes can
also be used for non-math classes.
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